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of tribute upon Gareeadhar, which he found himself unable to
realize The brothers had been previously on very intimate
terms with the Gareeadhar people, and therefore they set off
thither joyfully, taking with them their families as well as
their military retainers The villagers were very much dis-
tressed, and determined to rid themselves of their burden ,
but in the meantime, in order to prevent any suspicion, they
each of them received a horseman, and entertained him
hospitably At length, one night when the horsemen had
retired to rest, a signal was given by beat of diurn, and each
householder put to death his guest Mullik Futteh Mohummed
and Mullik Ucha, two of the Purmar brothers, were the only
survivors, the remaining brothers, and the whole of their
retainers, perished
When the news reached Dholka the cry was that gieat
oppression had been committed The two Talookdars also
said,—' If they had been slam in fight we should not have
'grieved, but they have been oppressed fraudulently We
' will become Fukeers ' Their friends persuaded them not to
become Fukeers, but to take revenge They agreed, and when
they had purchased new horses, they returned to Joonagurh to
serve the Nowaub with new men For a few years they found
no opportunity of revenge, but at length the Gtukowar army
going its rounds in Kateewar, Neewaz Khan Rehen, the
Dholka Kusbatee, went with the Mahrattas, and as the
Rehens and the Purmars were on good terms, Mullik Futteh
Mohummed and Mulhk UchA accompanied him Neewaa
Khan paid the tribute due to the Guikowar from Gareeadhar,
and then attacked and destroyed the village in revenge for
the Talookdars, ploughing it up with donkeys, and sowing it
with salt The Purmars seized the village head-man, and his
two daughters, whom they made theu. concubines
Kumal Mohummed had acquired wealth, but his eldest
son, Mulhk Namunt, had used his sword so well as to add to
the family riches, and he had obtained several villages also
He was called the Talookdar of Keshree, an estate of sixteen
tillages. After his death at Gareeadhar, his brother, Futteh
Mohummed, became his heir, but he, too, died in a d 1746,
and was succeeded by his son, Sher Meea, who ruled his

